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PREFACE

Although the majority of the 50 states have embraced competency

based education (CBE), there is little agreement among these states on-

what CBE is or how it should be implemented. Interpretations of CBE range

from basic skills testing programs in reading, writing and computation

to comprehensive systems organized around sets of intended student

outcomes that focuA on-successful fUnctioning in various life roles.

Implementation strategies vary from encouraging-local school systems to

be aware of different aspects of CBE to mandating statewide rules for

incorporating CBE concepts and procedures into the educational system.

In the midst of this diversity of positions.on CBE, the Competency

Based Education Program has been attempting to identify and develop

appropriate activities and products to assist local and state educational

agencies in the implementation of CBE. In order to doth- this, the Program

developed its own conceptualization of what CBE is,,what it has in

common with other individualized outcomes-based learning programs and

it differs. Due in part to the diverse interpretations of CBE which

are available and in part to the dynamic nature of educational systems,

this conceptualization will undoubtedly continue to evolve. However,



if school systems want to estimate the as (ince that this Program's

activities and products will provide to them, they may be-interested

in the Program's present position on what constitutes CBE.

Competency based education has much in comincn with such

approaches to learning performance -based instruction, mastery

Learning and Ind vidualizod instruction. It outcomes-based, and

is adaptive to the changing needs of students, teachers and the

community. Time is flexible, both in toms of task completion and

graduation. And CBE is an integrated system of outcomes, measures,

instruction and instructional mai gemeit.

The characteristic of CBE that host distinguishes it from other

outcomes-based educational_ systems lies in the term "competencv."

Generally speaking, competencies are intended student outcomes which

a school system believes its students should attain before

or completion of a course or

aduatiorm

Competencids differ from other

student goals and objectives in that they deseribe the student's

ability to apply basic and other skills in situations that are commonly

encountered in everyday life. Thus, CBE is based on a set of outcomes

that are derived from an analysis of tasks typically required of

stud en in life tole situations.

Another distinguishingchar acteristic of CBE is the ligh level

community evolvement in the identification of tho

considered important to

ks that are

or typical of-functioning in adult life roles.

In addition, these:IIFe 010- elated outcomes should be displ yed

publicly that students, toache is and others in the community

are aware of the focus of education in their schools.

vi



A CBE p , then, is an individualized, outeome-ba5oc adaptive

and flexible, integrated system of outcomes, measures, instruction

instructional managem nt whici Focuses on student attainment of

publicly determined and publicly displayed set of life role-rel-

outCOMes.

Given this interpretation of c petency based cd on.e can

see Chat the process _fidentifying, selecting and adopting set of

competencies is crucial ro the successful imple ntdtion of a CIE

s y In order to facilitate this process [or interested education 1

agepcies, the Competency Based Education -Program has developed this

guide.
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The Competency

INTRODUCTION

-sod Education.ation Program of the Northwest Regional

Educational Laboratory is funded by the National Institute of Education

to study and assist the implementation of competency based education in

selected local and state educational agencies across the nation. This

document is one of the products developed by the Program to accomplish

this goal. It is intended to be a resource persons concerned with

the process of identification, Selection and adoption of competencies

which must be acquired by all students at some time prior to graduation

from high school, i.e., graduation competencies.

The materials in this guide are organized into two sections. The

first section contains descriptions of a number of important issued to

be addressed during the process of competency identification, alternative

ways __ resolving these is sues and the manner in which they, were resolved

rder to select competency statements for this guide. The second

section consists of a set of 77 graduation competency statements which

illustrate the type of outcomes being adopted by school systems as

graduation requirements for all students. The set is not intended to

include the wide variety of additional competencies which might be

xi



required of individual students as they proceed through different whool

programs, e.g., preparatton for a particular cai:eer cluster or for

future schooling.

Each Droduo- Jon compotolicy statement peesentnd in this document

is the result of extensive analysis of the -different types of student

outcome statements that hnve heen adopted as gradOtion competvnefes in

a wide variety of school districts. They are examOes of the kinds of

competencies frequently identifier' by school systemt:i as requirements for

4

student graduation from high school.

The questions or issues discussed in this guidci are based on the

experiences of the Competency Based Education ProgrAm during the process

of identification and selection of competencies and on the Program's

observations of the process of competency identification in Oregon and

other states The -clarification of these issues was facilitated by

numerous-discussions with local and state educational agency personnel_

in the states of Oregon, Pennsylvania, Georgia and California.

1



PURPOSE

This gui4 is intended to assist local and state educational agency

personnel to do three thin

Ident.ify some of the more importantquestions,that are likely to
arise during the process of establishing :competencies required of
students for high school graduation;-

Explore alternative answers to" these questions;

Understand how these questions were addressed by the'CLW-Program
as it developed the set of illustrative competencies.

document is not intended t

directly with the processes c

assist edudational personnel

measurement, instruction or instructional

management as they relate to graduation competencies However, many of

the questions that arise during competency identifiea i-n--and the way in

which these questions are answered -have definite.implications for these

processes. . Thus, While the emphasis of the guide is on identifying

competencies, consideration is given to,issnes relating.to measuring and

promoting competency attainment and ,to instructional management processes.

Although,hoth the issues discussed and th,- content of the competency

atements included were derived from extensive work with state and local

educators, neither i intended to he d finit ve nor exhaustive. Tinny



readers will he able to think of other important questions or be able to

conceptualize them more effectively. Also, many may take issue with the

type of competencies that hail° heed ineluded. lopoiully,_such reactions

will be commonplace. Perhaps that is the most important purpose of this

document.
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ISSUES ENCOUNTERED IN
COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION

During the development of the set,of graduation competencies

included in this guide, a number_ of `'issues were encountered. Stich issues

as the nature of competencies, their role in the educational 7ystem and

what their adoption as graduation requireMents means in terms of

.measurement, instruction and instructional management wereidentified.

This section-describes these issues, discusses alternative means of

resolving them, presents the way they were resolved to identify

competencies far this guide and uses the set of competency statements

to illustrate each resolution.

Each issue is presented in a question.format. For example, the

issue of whether competencies should include basic skills,ox'adult.life

role skills or both is framed in the question: What ki,udsrof knowledge,

skills-and attitudes should be-included student graduation

competencies? Following each question is a discussion of the issue and

some perceived alternative answers. The particular way in which the

issue was resolved during the development of the set of illustrative

competencies is thervdescribod. Finally, the competency statements.

identified'for this guide used to illustrate the ---,suit of having

resolved the issue in that particular way.



As stated earlier, the questions that are considered here are not

meant to be definitive or exhaustive. They merely Telate the experiences.

of the Program staff during th development of a set of illustrative

'student graduation competencies. However these quest ns'should be

considered - seriously. by any school system interested in identifying and

.adopting a set of graduation cimpetencies. Not only did they arise in

the identification of outcomes for this doeument, they also have been

raised consistently by local fond state educational agency personnel who

have been deePly -Linvolved in competency ide tification.and who have

shared their experience s with the CBE PrOgram.-

What is a graduation competency?

Those' interested in competency identification often request a

reasonably brief description of a "c mp toncy" that communicates what

educators mean when they use the term. Existing descriptions may tai

the form of explicit definitions or be implied in a list of adopted

competency statements. ;Consider a few examples of definitions

competencies:

A competency is a cluster of related measurable skills necessary.
to perform a _Avon task..

.

A competency .is alearnng OUteome which a school system judges
essenil =for-students th. attain in or'der to-be prepared. to

Meet successfully' the - _requirements of extra- school life roles.

A. competency is a==statementE desired student performance.
representing demonStrable ability apply -knowledge;
understanding 'and/or skills assumed to contribute to success in
life role functions.

Competency refers exclusively to the ability to perform
successfL;lly in: thR patterned activities which-constitute adult
fife roles..



These definitions are similar, but they contain enough differences to

create some confusion concerning the nature of a competency.

example, y variously describe a competency as a "cluster of skills,

a "learning outcome, " a "statement Of performance" or an "ability to

perform.

various lists

_s ions o competency based education while reviewing.

competency statements, the Program also encountbred a

number of implicit definitions of a competency. Some educators

believe, that a competency is any goal or objective that

to

all students must

'attain in grades 9 through 12 in order to graduate. Others belieVe

that a competency _ ability to pass an ex'am'ination in a basic area

f the curriculum such as reading or computation.

compa

After having spent considerable time reviewing, discuss,ing,

ing and centrastingmani explicit and implicit definitions of

competencies, the CBE Program developed a set ?f- descriptive guidelin

to communicate its understandin of the term ',comp .oncy.". These

guidelin ze many of the typical characte isCics competencies

as they have been defined, Identified and adopted by a large number_

.

school systems. However, their primary function is to describe the

.nature of4raduation competencies as understood-by-the Program. These

guidelines are

A competency is a -statement of",an intended student butcnmL.

The outcome is generally acceptable, as a graduation requirement.

The outcome is stated -in language that is sufficiently clear and =,

concis. ,

The outcome 4.s .Measurable in that procedures for indicating its

attainment appear plausible ancLprnctical.



The outcome, refers to a relatively general domain of
student behaviors.

The outcome statement describes an application of
knowledge, skills or attitudes in ways perceived-
necessary 'to: function successfully in adult life roles.

'The outcome is stated in a'Uniform format, namely, "The
student can..:(transitive verb)...(predica.)."

These guidelines were developed to help identify and select

competency statements for this guide. They also provide an abbreviated

description of what the Program means by the term ' pe lily." A more

complete understanding of the program's interpretation of competencies,

however, can be obtained by reading the rest of this guide .inoluding

the disciission of other issues and the illustrative set of competency

statements.

These descriptivosguidelines for competencies are admittedly very

general and subject td interpretation. However they do allow. one to

'exclude-a number of statements that might be included in a set of

competencies developed by another educational agency. Here are some

examples of statements that do not conform to these guidelines:-

The student. can Multiply and divide whole numbers by
multiples of ten.

(Not an application of knowledge, skill or attitude;
too specific.)

The stvdent values good literature.

(Difficblt to meas not very clear-)

The student can apply a knowledge of differential
equations.

(Not generally acceptable as a graduation
requirement.),

he student can measure the area to be covered in
paneling one mall of a room.

(Very specific.)



Any educational agency that decides to identify graduation

competencies may be interested in using the guidelines presented here.

Before doing this, it is recommended that the entire set of competencies

included in this guide ,be reviewed to

=

result from employing these guidelines. Each school system must determine-,

-ype of outcomes that

what it means by the term "competency" before identifying a set

,graduetion,reqvgrements. If this is not done, the set may well end up

being composed of an unrelated mixture of statements .about desirable

educational processes and products that pleases po one and confuses

all.

What kinds of knowledge, skills and attitudes should he included
in graduation Competencies?

While-most educators may-agree that competencies required for

graduation should be relevant .to functioning in everyday life, there

still may be considerable discussion. abut which types of. outcomes most

clearly communicate this relevance. This discussiOn erally centers

`around consideration of :three.different types of skil s: school subject

skills, basic skills and adult life la'skills.

School subject skills include the goals and objectives required for

successful student achievement in typical. subject areas such as Art,

Business and English. These outtbm6s may or may not be seen as relevant

to functioning in adult' -life roles depending on the subject area ail&

one's point of'view. Basic skills generally refer to school, subject

kills that most people agree are necessary to functioning in everyday

life, reading,wriCing, imputing and decision making.

7



Adult life role skills, on the other hand, refer to the ability to

transfer or apply the knowledge, skills and attitudes usually acquired

in school to frequently encountered, specifiable task situations in

various life roles, such as citizen, worker, family member, consumer or

learner. For example, constructing a family budget (see page 99) would

be seen as an application of decision making and computational skills as

well as knowledge of the elements of a family budget. Participating in

a job interview-(see page 124) would be an application of listening and

speaking skills as well as knowledge of one's own interests and abilities-

-and ways jobs vary.

Before a school system identifies and adopts a set of graduation

competencies,

con dt. Should competencies include only school subject skills, only

should address this issue of appropriate competency

basic skills or only life applications? Or perhaps cO _encies should

be combinations of these different types of skills. School subject

skills are-th- basis a sound, general education, but some

question their relevance the der ands of everyday life. Basic kills

are,. by`- definition, fundamental to functioning in and out of school,

but some will argue that there -is more to getting along in adult.life

than demonstrating and applying the basics; Focusing on life.role skills-

increases the apparent relevance of education to the demands of everyday

life, but such skills are difficult no identify and agree upon and'they,

may require signifibant changes in the instructional program. Life role

applications may be interdisciplina

activit

in nature. As such, instructional

s and materials may not fit easily into the existing curriculum.



The type of competency content that is to be emphasized will

also have implications for measurement procedures The assessment of

student acquisitien of school subject and basic skills has traditionally

a variety of papeT,and pencil tests. Whether or notbeen handled,by

e.

such Measures are seen as adequate for assessing school skills, they

will undoubtedly be questioned as appropriate for assessing life role

skills. Alternative methods of measuietnent that deal directly with

student performance in actual life role situations or-simulations of

`these situations will need to be considered.

During the development of the het of competencies in this guide,

a great deal of time and-effort went into analyzing the content of

nearly. 10,000 competency stat ents adopted by almost' 100 school

districts in the state of Oregon.. In addition, competencies from

several school districts outside. of Oregon were acquired and reviewed.

The results Of thisanalysis have been incorporated into the set of-

competencies presented here. Each statement represents the kinds

.of skills and-knowledge frequently mentioned in the competencies,

identi ed by these local school districts;

Each statement,alsa reflects the Progra 's interpretatio

of competency based education in that it describes the students'

'ability to apply basic and other :school skills in commonly encountered

situations of everyday life.

Therefore, -the competency statements included in this guide focus

on the application or use of ,school skills in everyday while

. .

.

representing the particular skills found most Erequently in school

district adopted competencies. Since many of these competencies e



concerned directly with basic and school subject skills, some of the

guide's competencies will appear be applications only in the most

formal sense. For example, on -page 51 the competency reads.:

The student can use the operations of addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division in everyday problems involving
money, time, quantity, weight, area, volume, distance, speed
and temperature.

Clearly, applications of these arithmetic operations skills-are not

described'in any specific way. BLit the intent to, focus on everyday

applications should be obvious.

Also, the competencies in this , ide indicate the need for the

assessment of student performance in life role situations. Competency

number 706 suggests that students should actually participate in a job

interview, some -reasonable simulation, in order to demonstrate

competency attainment.

This guide attempts to indicate some of these implications for

instruction and measuremeng by refer ending each competency statement

traditional curriculum program areas and by providing examples of life

role performance fo eac_h_competency. The related traditional curriculuM

program areas and the examples of life role performance are listed for

each competency.

-0't can one determine that le coverage of a set of graduation
competencies is adequate?

This question r_efers,to, the need to specify the areas or categories

student outcomes that should be included in a set of_ competencies.

lie --mining the scope and organization ot the content of a competeney set

serves at least three function:. Lt communicates efficiently the . nature



Of the set of competencies; it assists efforts _ocate specific.

kinds of competencies within the set; and it helps the identification

and filling of gaps!.

`here. are several approaches that a school system -can use to determine

the scope and organization of -a set of competencies. Public opinien can

tapped in a variety of ways. The scope and organization of existing

sets of competencies can be applied. And the nature adult life
=

roles can be analyzed, empirically or conceptually.

P6blic opinion can help determine the scope of a set of competencies

in_at least two ways. A state legislature or board of education could

mandate the areas. in whicheompet ncies are to be identified. Or the

coMtainity served by a local-school districtcould be responsible for

either specifying the general areas to be covered or identifying specific

competency statements. While a district may have little to say about the

process of obtaining public opinion in the case of a statewide mandate,

it can usually influence the type and degree of community involvement at

the local level.

The use of existing competency sets mi simply mean adopting the

framework for organizing _competencies used by another, educational agency.

Or it could mean using another system's competencies as a arting point.

In some rases, one school district might even decide to adopt in its

entirety. a other eCdf competencies. In any case, a school system

should carefully revieWthe appropriateness of adopting any part of

another set graduation competencies.

The third manner in which the coverage competencies can

be determined is to describe, in some analytical fashion, the nature

the skills typically required in various life roles. Using this method



might involVe conceptualizing the different roles that are part of

everyday adult life, such as citizen and consumer, and then

identifying competencies that describe the ability to function in these

roles. Or a school system might adopt some version of the cognitive

affective psychomotor taxonomies of educational objectives. It would

also use pre existing curriculum program areas, such as Language Arts,

Business Education, Science, etc., especially if it believed that its

.graduation competencies should contain only school subject skills. A

district might also adopt or adapt the types of objectives developed in

such national studies of appropri to educational outcomes as the Adult

'Performance Level study or the National Assessment of Educational Progress.-
1

The scope and organizacie'rl of tfie competencies in this guide reflect

all of the approaches disCuSSOd above: public opinion, existing comPo

t ncies and life role analysis. Each competency statement included

here eras derived from analysis of existing graduation competencies

opted' y the school aist s in Oregon. In addition, an examination

of competencies from school systems outside Oregon and life rolerelated

objectives from national studies of oduCatIonal outcomes.. contributed to

tlhe scope and organization of the competencies. Furtherre_ re, these

competencies reflect additions, deletiens and modificationS suggested

by teachers, administrators --d parents in Oregon, Pennsylvania, Geo.rgia

and California who reviewed earlier draftS of this guide.

1
For further information on the Adult Performance Level study, contact
The American College Testing Program, APL Department, -..P. O. Box 168,
Iowa City, Iowa 52240. For a description bf the publications availa
On the National Assessment of Educational Progress', write to NAEP,
Department of Field Services, 700 Lincoln Tower, n60 Lincoln Street,
Denver, Colorado 80295.
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Because of the strong relationship to competencies adopted by

Oregon school districts, the competency statements; in this

been referenced to the ten required competency areas

Oregon Ai,niruin Standards.
2

The related Oregon competency areas listed

have

stated in the

for each competency statement indicate the likely location of Sueh al

oitcome within the Oregon structure.- A later section on "Using the

Competency EntriesLexplains In more detail the way'-a competency

related to the Oregon areas,

The competencies included in this guide havd been organized into

seven topic areas:

CoMmun cation

Computation

Technology

Health

Citizenship

Consumer ,

Career

2_
Elementar--SecondarlOuide for Ore on School;: :Part i. Minimum
Standatds for Public. Schools, Documents Clerk, Oregon Department of
Education, 942 Labcaster Drive, N.1., Sale,- Oregon 97310. The ten,

areas are:
. Read, write, speak, listen,

Analyze.
Compute.
Use basic scientific and technological processes.
Develop and maincain,a healthy mind and body..
Be an informed citizen in the community, state and nation
Be an informed citizen in interaction with the environment.
Be an informed citizen on .the streets and highways.
Be an. informed consumer of goods and services.
Function: within an occupation or continue education leading
to a carte



These topic areas serve to describe the general nature of the competencjes

included in each

School systems that use the competencies presented here as a basis
.

for identifying their own set should realize that the scope of this set

represents the areas pf coverage that,were ical of a large number of

school districts and other competencyrelated studies; they do not

reOresent all of the areas in which competencies havebeen or could be

identified. For example, competencies in the affective and psychomotor'

dpmains are.not represented, and competencies .related to such curriculum

program areas as Art, Music and Second 11,:angu4ge will not be found. This

is simply because competencies in these areas were not identified very

often in the'sets that were analyzed.

Whdther a school system uses community involvement, existing fraMeworks

or an analysis of life roles to help determine adequate coverage in a set

of competencies, it should develop some rational mechanism for establishing

a scope and organization for its competencies.

general or specific should the content of a competency be?

There are two reasons why the. level of generality of a competency

outcome statement can he an issue. First, there is little evidence to

indicate that a particular level of- generality for Any outcome statement

is always more appropriate than any other level. Second, it is difficult

to quantify the concept of gene lity'so that one can compare any two

outcome Statements and obtain a reliable, consistent judgment that one is

more (or less) general than the`o her. However, is possible to make

some observations based on the

specific competencies..

erences between v_ ygeneral and very

14



Very specific competency stcitcoone will better comm_ the

he -at lid entexact nature of co

also make it easier to ,do

renuircil to dry Specific st te!, nts

cares of competency attainment and

_d_esign instr 'tional activities and materials that will promote their

.attainment. On the other hand, very get3era1 competencies allow greater

flexibility in the Ways students can 4Ittaim them, making it much more

reasonable to requ

statements will _equire

competenc=ies of all students. General

comet:enc.-Les to cover.a specified. scope of

content. Fewer statenaent4 nro bettor for communicating with school board

members, p nts and cono ty northers. revie- statements also

-simplify the recordkeeping ter document

attainment.

A. related' concern is whether competencies should he

g and monitoring competency

ttet at the

same level of generality. 1115 soeoS appropriate because the perceived

ality:importance of a competency is o_

more generalcompetencie pie

related to its level of gene

ity p rceived as more important. For

example, it would be difficult to argue tla at "making change with none

is as important as !"using- C- -1 money."

The competency statoment$ inciaded in COO guide reflect a prefere

toward general competencies rather than specific ones. This is due to

the CBE ogram's 'belief that conM n cation and--Instructional flexibility

are important aspects of conpc., _ncy based education. Also, for the

reason given alloy atteMpt heat

gene -ditty across to ,Jet.

n made keep the same level. of



Wht degreeof difficulty :Mould graduation competencies represent?

Actually, this question should not be an issue for competencies.

The most apparently-difficult outcome statement can be made very easy to

attain by selecting a measure that is very easy. And simple competencies

can be represented by measures that test the capabilities of extremely

competent adults. Also, if a number of measures are used to assess the

attainment'of a single competency, the difficulty of that competency can

be varied by ehanging the proportion of measures that must he passed.

The competencies- selected for inclusion here do not reflect any

direct consideration of the question'of difficulty because measures for

assessing their attainment were not included in this'guide. On the other

hand, the competencies do represent the skills needed to function in

commonly encountered situations in adult life roles.

Should the same set of graduation competenci, s be adopted for all
.students7

A logical answer to Ilis-.queStion would be, "Of course!" Graduation

competencies are intended student outcomes that a school system believes

should he attained before graduation. However, there are silo consequences

of this position !that should be considered. What about handicapped.

student? What about the varying interest S and abilities of students

that are found in most school systems?

;7!
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ven if a school system involves a broad representation of teachers,

administrators, students, parents rand community menfl _ in the identifi

cation its :sot of graduation competencies, there will be a substantial

number who feel the set is incomplete, too restrictive? -, too bread or _that

it emphasizes the wrong skills. And the competencies required in one

school district have been influenced by the concerns of the districts--as

in the case of regional statewide adoption of a sot of competenciesthen

these feelings will be magnified.

the CBE Program believes that educators can address these concerns

by providing flexibility in how and when students attain a set of aduntion

competencies. Since graduation compete es represent only a part of the

educational, experiences available to students, flexibil1tv also exists in

the wide range of additional life role competencies expected of individualadd it

Perhaps the time will come when an educational system can clearly

specify the life role relevance cif everything that students are required

and a loved to,accemplish-in school. Perhaps not. For now it seems

r--

significant that.elucators and community members can and are; willing

to identify the relevance f_some learning outcomes to adult life roles.

Whoshould be involved in dra
--corn-petencies?

ar d adoptingting a set of -aduation

Ideally, a set of competency statements should reflect as-adequately

-ssible the knowledge and values of everyone. in a'comm_nity who has a

direct, vested interest in the pabilities of the community's high

school graduates Any school syStem. interested in identifying a set of

graduation competencies will want consider involving representatives



from the community-at-large, parents, the board of education,

students and educators. Which of-thase groups can be rcpt -esci

how adequately their knowledge and values can be reflee

Will depend a

are avail -able-

area deal upon 'the time and financial resources that

DistrictsDis ,cts consid community involvement will want to weigh the

advantages community o_ slap of the graduation competenc broad

coverage of competency content and-positive political sphere agains

the potential disadvantages of community and possible

unrealistic communityn expectatio

The compe oncies included in this guide reflect the types of statements

adopted by School districts that approached the community involvement

question in a variety of ways. ,Some of these school systems had sufficient

resources to obtain a broad representation of the groups le :loned above.

Others did not. Rowever, since the convetency -t- ents included'

exemplify the ___ frequently. identified types of competencies,' they

represent, individually; compdceocies important to all of these groups.

What fo ,c1 should be used for` raduation competencies?

Compared to some of the other issu qed in this document,

the question of competency format might-appear insignifi However,

sets of good competencies can be rendered ineffective by a confusing

format. It is very important that any document containing a list of

competency statements clearly indicate which entries ar the competency

statements and -t11, competencies mmuni.cate what was intended.

18



Typically, the competencies in ,An adopted sot will be :presented

conjunction with other information at relates each competency to

instructional, measurement and instructional management activities and

'procedures Information about tie co'rses to whiel.. ti competencies 'have

been assigned, sugges od measurement procedures in the form of more

specific outcome statements, instructional resources and acCivities, and

related program or instructional ;goals may be printed on the same'page

as,the competency. The competency sta=emeats should be clearly indicated

7

in such a complex arrangement. One way to facilitate this is to state

each competency using 'a uniform format that 'clearly 'distinguishes it from

,

other,information that could be )7trt....er_,T.ted as A competency statemen,t.

It is equally important to develop a format that will consistently

communicate to all readers exactly what was intended. For example, if a

school system decides that its competencies are cn be intended student

outcomes. 'the formac should not allow such statements and phrases as

,"knowledge of bankin scrvices,","mon y management," or "the student

.cashes checks." :&imtlarly, if'a sehobl system wants its'competencies

to communicate what its students will do After graduation it should say

so by -using a format that. begins, "After graduation the student will..."

A more reasonable verSion might.be, "The student will 6euhle to..."

The important point is to determine a c6nsistent and clear format

mn6 stay with it. the format for competencies presented this guide

is, "The student can....(transittve verb)...(predicate). The word can ''

is meant to communica,. to that the school system has gathered evidence that

the student is able to do snmothing, given the motivation, opportunity

and means. In additiOn, each'ilompetency in this net is ma-ekodcff-

19



by two lines of asteri

StateMunt." This

-d is preceded by the words "competency

to help separate the competency frog the examples

life role- related performance that are listed cats the same page.

These examples are meant to clarify the .competency and to suggest ways

of aSSe nr, its attainment.. They should not be mist for the

c.omp unties.

id ntif

conelus

Issues

-his section, a numb potency identification is-

ed and discussed._ These issues and some related' tentative

e listed below:

t is 'a graduation

compeLency?

at binds of knowledge,
skills and attitudes should
he included in graduation'

peCencies?

I should graduation competencies

How can one determine that
the coverage of a set of
graduation competencies is_
adequate?

1or specific
should the content of a
graduation competency be

tat Ve Conclusions

There is a need for a clear setof-
definitional guidelines..

Life role- focused competencies
May require the schools to
significantly change their
instructional, maiiagement and
measurement'procedures.'

Public opinion, existing
competency frameworks. and life
role studi_s are sources of
assistance.

Generality can lead to fewer
competencies, greater flexibility
and ease of reporting; but
specificity care -lead to more

focused. instruction and measurement.

What degree of difficulty -The difficulty of a competency is
largely a function of its Measures.

represent?

20



'ontinued)

Should the sameset of
graduation competencies
be adopted for all students?

What groups should be
involved in drafting and
adopting a set of 'graduation

:competencies?

'What format should be used
for stating graduation
competencies?

Tentative Conclus ins (Continued)

A single set of graduation
competencies peems logical. But,
individualizd instructional
and measuremnt procedures must he
provided-to account for student
differences./

Broad commnnity involvement
has ownership, coverage and
political/advantages, but it
has the pOtential for divisiveness
and ntirealListic expectations.

A consist- prmat'can facilitate
clarity aild ease of instruction,
measurement and 'reporting;

A number of competency identification issues were not discussed in,

thisiseetion. As ter issues are identified, they will be incorporated

in any revisions of this document

The section which follows provides examples cif graduation competencies'._

and life-7elated performance.

of the issues discussed

The examples were developed in the con

this section.
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GRADUATION COMPETENC 7 STATEMENTS
1

This, sect ion of the guide is divided.. into three parts. The first

Part, "Using the Competency Entries," explains the onepage entries for

the,graduatton competency statements. Next is an index to the competencies

which lists in abbreviated form all of the competencies by topic area.

Part three cons" the actual commpetency Brit

Using the Co p tem), Ent

The 77 competencies in this guide are organized into seven topic

-areas:

Co ion

Computation

Technology

1-lealth

_Citizenship

Consumer

Car

25



The Communication area includes nine competencies that dear with very

broad applications of reading, writing,- listening and speaking skills.

The C;i211pLitleiD2 area contains eight frequently encountered outcome

statementsthat Involve very general applications of computing and

Measuring skills. The irly121c2y group consists of sevewoutcpmes that

represent various uses of hasie scientific and technological knowledge'

and productS. The 16 competoncieS in the Health area deal with various

asPects-of' health maintenance and the prevention and treatment.of illness.

The Citizenshi area includes eight -ompetencieR-which are common applica

.tions of knowledge abdut government\ structure and funct- n.- The Consumer

area is the largest with 17 competencies having to do with the management

of personal -finance and the purchase,of goods and services. The 11

Career competency statements represent career identificatron and job

seeking skills.

a

Each of the comperency statements appears on a single page, printed

beWeen two linen of asterisks Above the competency statement on each'

page Is basic, deeccipcive loformacioh for thatecompetency:-

' The competency identification niimber

The competency topic area

The competency short form

The cc_nTiLLLu_gi_idonq,(icat on _number eansiSts-of three digits which

identifythe competency. The first digit specifies the topic area to

which the s---emen_ belongs. last two digits identify the competency

_

witlin its topic area. Thus, competency number "504" would be the -fourth

competency in the fifth topic-area, Citizenship. Thec_gmacteacy

area is-the topic area und&r LompetenLy Is organized. ,The
, 7

.
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pro(fides n brief, verbal label that summarizes

the content af each comPetency statement. The index to competencies

uses the short form to refer to each corpetency.

Below each competency statement, the one-page entry contains some

interpretive information for the competency:

'Related traditional curticurum programs

e Related Oregon competency areas

ExaMples of life role-related performance consistent with the
comp-etency

-The telated.ro rams tha are listed below a

competency' statement indicate the program areas in which one would likely

find instructional activities and materials and assessment procedures

relevant.to the attainment.of that compL,tency. Each competency statement

nlitbis 'guide has heen referenced.to one or more of ten curriculum

progtam titles:

A* Biological and Physical Science

Business Education

-----v--Gareet;Education

.Health Education

Home EconoMics

Industrial Education

Language Arts

Mathematics

to Physical Education

Social Science

The number of program areas listed beneath a competency statement is one

indicator Of.tne-flexibility in curriculUm structure .ay be required

CO' promote such an outcome. Ce.tafn traditional program areas, such no
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Art, usic and Second Language, have not been included because few of

the competencies:used as-'the basis for this set were concerned with

applications of the knowledge and skills generally associated with these

program areus.

The primary purpose 0._ the Le..1,2LecstOreiy.ne-arL,asoncorr is to

indicate the relationship of competencies in this guide to the areas of

required competencies in Oregon. This relationship'is important because

almost all .of the competelcies. used as the basis for this set were,from

Oregon School distric s. Each competency statemen is referenced

to one or more of tke following Oregon competency areas:

Read, write, speak, listen

Compute

Use basic scientific and technological Tr ses

Develop and maintain a healthy mind and body

- Be an informed citizen in the community, state and nation

Be an,informed.c=ftizen in inieraction with the environment

BO ad informed citizen on the s Tee 's and highways

Be an informed consumer of goods and services

Function within an occupation or continue education leading to _

a career

Norio of the competencies in this guide are' referenced to e Oregon area

of ,flAnaiyve."

\

The last interpretive information prOvided for each competency

s atement ronsLsts nF of life role-related performance

cen_sis en witIL5A:y_scImERI_EacI. These examples illustrate more specific

types of liTe role applications that are consistent with the intended

7
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Meaning of the competency. They are only sugoetiOns of such

in any vmy -represent all '6tudent pextormance
,

applications and-do not,

that make up any one coMpotency. ad6iLion LO explicating thQ

.rileanihq of a competency these exomples may assist in the identificaLion

er procedures for instruction and measurement related to cpmpoE6ncy

attainmon

1
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INDEX TO CO PE IEN IES

Topic Area Form

unication Read 11.04 papers and magazines .

teri d ir t lorls

Use rafe crIce teriaIs

Computation

urni

13.-

39

40

41

rah content 42

J' Sum audi.o -isual content 43

d 1:r c ions 44

for s 45

Civ rsrittan d 46

Ask and 4nwe questions

CivQ o raa d lre ct ons

Use four ba operations

Use rartino p opiortions Lind percent

Use formulas

EstArna to 5o ioris .

48

51

. :2

d 0 6

ode, ci men res .

sun:meat units

Use rnensureincrlt clev

lmoCpreti cIlar,ts arid graphs 58

54

55

56

57

33



INDE TO COMPETENCE S (Continued)

Technology

Health'

Competency Short; dorm

Use a calculator .

=Use simple machine

Page

6

62

Substitute sources of energy
. 63

Reduce energy use-

Reduce environmental pollution

Operate an automobile

Interpret traffic coritrul devices

Plan balanced d -me Is

Identify. drug abtif.e

Develep exercise, pro

feces

ram

64

65

66

67

71

72

r3

Develop recreational program . . 14

De ct common illness s

Treat common

Locate medical facilities

Apply first a

Employ safety easur 40

Recognize potential hazards

Obtain ncY aSsi Lance

e community resourr ea

Cope with conflict-

Naintalt dental healti

Interpret drug labels

interpret danger symbols 4 4

75

76

77

78

79

80

82

83
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INDEX TO COMPETENCIES (Continued)

'Topic Area

Citizenship

c22U12L1a_§12LL19E111-
,J.

Interpret resource guides

Locate government services

fa -e

89:

90

Recognize violations of rights 4 0 4 0 . 91

Employ voting procedures:. . . . . . . 92

Influence governMent decisions . . . .93

Complete government forms . , . . . . 94

95

Interpret permit requir in . 96

Interpret legal mat rials .

:,;Construct. a budget

of money

Keep finan ial records

Prepare tax Ear

rfaintain bank accounts

Select gee

Complete ins,u`rance forms

. 99

100

101

109

103

104

105

106Determinefinancial responsibilities

Determine legal contractual requ 07

Apply for credit

Determine credit costs

Identify credit violations

Compare products and services .

Interpret product guarantees

Use r onsumer publications.,.

35
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INDEX TO COMPETENCE Conti ed

Topic Area

Consumer
(Continued)

Career

SfL71021.121?SLinn2

Evaluate advertising

Obtain consumer assistance

Identi6-possible occupations 4 119

Determine occupational requirements 120

Determine e occupat nal characteristics
. 121

Obtain information about jobs . 122

Otimplete job applications.. 123

Participate in job interviews . . . . 124

Deteiline em ployer procedures . . .
. 1251

Determine work safety
.

proceduprocedures . 1 -26

epare a resume . . . . l27

ito application lettero . . . . . . 128

.

etermine wages and b f s . - . . 129
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Ct7MPETENCY NUMBER:

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA:
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM:

****** ****

Ipt

Communication
Read newspapers

***************

CO 1PETENCY STATEMENT -The student can read'newspape
articles, business and Social

hex commonly encountered re

*********

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRIcUl' FROG

,

Language arts

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY ARE

Read, speak, listen

*** *******

5:

P OF LIFE R ..E-RELATEg PERFORMANCE:

Read classified adS, edi

Read letters from 'utility companies, ba

d magazines

and magazine
enters and

in materials,.

ials and news releases

s and fri'ends



CO PETEtkY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER. 102

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Communication
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Follow Written directions

COMPETENCY S`iATEi1ENT. The student can .follow written directions fo'i
carrying out commonly encountered tasks and
activities.

*** ********-*

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM FROG

All

RELATED-ORE t COMPETENCY AREAS:-

Re44-, Writ speak listen

E PLEE 1) LIFE ROLE-RELATED PERFORMANCE:
,

Repair a household 'appliance using' d ections in- .

a repair -manual

Follow a written recipe to prepare a meal

Perform-a routine auto safety check using.directions
in an orierit-manual

40
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 103

:COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Communication
COMPETRNCY SHORT FORM: Use reference materials

-**'*******

COMPETENCY STATEMENT:. The student can locate information in' common
reference materials such as dictionarien,
telephone hooks, transportation, schedules,

.library card catalogues, encyclopedias'and
television Trogramming schedules., .

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

All

RELATED OR COMPETENCY AREAS:

Read, write, speak, listen

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLE-RELATED PERFORMNCE:

Use adictionary to determine the correct pronunciat -ion
of . -a word

Scan the yellow pages for merchants who sell a
'particular item

Locate a. particular subject in an encyclopedia.

Select the day, time and channel oE- a news, sporting
or special event from a TV programming schedule



COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 104

.
COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Communication .

COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: SumMarize ordl content

COMPETENCY STAT ENT: The student can summarize the content of a short
speech or- discussion-

RELATED TRADITICNAi CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

All

RELATED OREGON CO 1PETENCY AREAS:

Reads write, sp ak, listen

XAMPLES OF LIFE ROLE-RELATED PERFORMANCE:_

_Report on the comtent of a speech at a recent -.

meeting atreoded

Explain the -sides of an issue discussed during
a political debate
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COMPETENCY. IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 105

COMPETENCY TOPIC 'AREA: Communication
. COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Summarize audiovisual content

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student.canlummarize the content.of brief
audiovisual!p.resoatations (TV, films, slides).

******* **************

RELATED TRADITIONAL C RI C01- PROGRAMS.

All

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Read, write, speak, listen

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLE RELATED PERFORMANCE:

Analyze the,'main idea and logic
recent TV 'news commentary

Describe the details of job o
reader at an- employment office-

4 3

*******Y

reported in= a

viewed on a



COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 106

-COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA:; Communication
COMPETENCY ,SHORT FORM: Follow oral directions

COIIFETEICY STATEMENT: The student can follow oral directions for
carrying out commonly encountered tasks and
activities.

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

All

RELATED R CON COMPETENCY AREAS:

.Road, write, speak, listen

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLERELATED PERFORMANCE:

Locate a buSiness or personal address from oral
directions

Mend, repair or assemble a product from ora
instr'uctions by telephone
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COICOMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 107

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Communication

COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: ]rite letters

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can write business and, social let ers-
andjnformal messages.

RELATED:TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Business education

.,Career education

Language arts'

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

'Read, write, speak, listen

EXAMPLES ,OF LIFE ROLE - RELATED PERFORMANCE:

Order a replacement paft for a small appliance

a brief .letterto a close fri d
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COMPETENCY IDENTiFIGATION NUMBER:, 108

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Communicati
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Give written directions

******** *************

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can give written dire iOns,-

descriptions or opinions.

******

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURR

All

PROGRAMS:

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS-

Read, write, speak, listen

P _S OF LIFE ROLERELATED PERFO iAt IC0 '
I

I

ite directions for travel
communiqy to another

One, location in a

Write a m mb to other_employees in ormin
change in plans or procedures!

em of a



GO FETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 109

IFfETENCYTOPIC AREAI -CoMmunicat-in
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Ask and answer. questions

***** * -*******

CtOMPETENCY STAftMENT: The student ean.ask and answer questions .10
a clear and logical manner while conversing 'with
other people.

*

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRIC ULUti PROGRAMS:

All

**- ************************

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Read, write, speak, listen

IP ES OF LIFE ROLE-RELATED PERFORMANCE:

--Express in,a el6ar-and cond,se manner a questionat
--committee meeting



COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 110

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Communication

COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: CiVe oral directions

COMPETENCY STATEMENT_: The ,student can give oral directions for
cart- out commonly encountered tasks 'and

activities.

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICLUP pROCRAMS:

All

RELATED OF.EGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

to, speak, listen

PLES OF LIFE ROLE RELATED PERFORMANCE:

Direct a traveler to a specific location

.Deliver an informational message to fellow employees

job related -tasks to coworker, frying

potaNes, operating a cash register
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 201

.COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Computation
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Use four basic operations

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can use the operations of addition,
multiplication, subtraction and division in
everyday problems involving money,
quantity, weight, area, volume, distance, speed
,and temperature.

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Biologica' and physical science

Business education

Home economics

Industrial education

Mathemaxits

Social'scionce

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Compute

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLE RELATED PERFORMANCE:

Prepare a shopper's catalogue order form

Add a list of grocery prices' while shopping within
dget

Determine equivalent tines in-dif <ferent time zones

5 1



COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 202

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Computation
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM,: Use ratios, proportions and

percents

*************************************************************************

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can use ratios, ptoportions
and percents to,incrense, decrease and
relate measures of distance. cost, time,
quantity, weight, Speed, area,, volume and
temperature.

*********************************** it***

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Biological and physical science

Business education

Home econbmIcs

Industrial education

MathematicS

_Social science

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Compute

MXAMPLES OF LIFE. ROLE-RELATED PERFORMANCE:

Halve or double- the ingredients in a recipe

Mix, ingredients in fuels and art and building
mate,rials

Determine carpeting cost of a room from dimunaiona
nnd per unit cost figures

1

Modify Cha-family.budget, accounting for. a pay raise
and an increase in the cost of living index

52_
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 203

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Computation
COMPETENCY SHORT .FORM Use formuVas

COMPETENCY STATEME

*********************

The student can use formulas to calculate the
perimeter, area and volume of common spaces,
objects and'containers.

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Biological and physical science

Business education

Home' economics

Industrial educatiOn

Mathematics

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Compute-- -.

Use basic scientific and technological-processes

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ,ERELATED PERFORMANCE:

Purchase proper amount of fertilizer to
spread on a lawn

Compute the amount of cement required to build
a sidewalk

Select a dish of adequate size for 'a recipe
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER:. 204;
COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Computation

1 COMPETENCY SHORT.FORM: Estimate sol-,1Uons
, -,

. ******Ii5*********k****************-- ** ************* .*****
','.;

.

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The studeht can estimate die solutions
, tp problems involving the application:, of

, computational skills.
,

*XX*** -****:'****

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Biological physical science

_Bus-it-less education

Nome economics

.industrial education

Mathematics

Social science

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY=AREAS: ,
-

Compute

EXAMPLES-OF LIFE ROLE-RELATED-PERFCR,MgCE.:.

Estimate the &flourit of gasoline-needed to travel from
one city to another

Estimate the total cost of an appliance purchased
on a time payTent plap'

,4
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COMPETENCY-IPENTIF AT1ON NUMBER: 205

COMPET(NCY TOPIC AREA Computation

COMPE t CY.SHORT FORM: Ordermagnitude

,CdMPETENCY STATEMENT:

t

measures

The student can order numbers which express the

magnitude of commonly encountered measure_
that appear in the sane and different forms,

o.g., whole numbers, decimals, fractions and

percents.

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Biological and physical,science

Business education

Yore economics

Industrial education

MatheMati

Social science

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY,AREAS:

C. puce

PLES OF LIFE ROLERELATED PERFORMANCE:

Determine _ "order of size of products labeled in
different forms, e.g., 24.oZ_..i one quart, 1/3 gallon
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 206-,

COMPETENCY'TOPIC AREA: Computation
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Convert measurement units

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can convert between the different
units of the English and metric measurement.
systems in order to express commonly encountered
measures.

****** ** **** * ***x' *k**

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Biological and physical science

Home economics

Indu rial 'education

Mathematics
,

Physical educa

Social science

on

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Compute

Use basic'scientific and technological processes

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLERELATED PERFORMANCE:

'Prepare afood dish from a recipe in each
system of measurement

Report a Fahrenheit temperature from a Celsius
thermometer
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 207

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: ,CoMputation
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Use measurement devices

COMPETENCY STATEMENT:

***********************

*****************

The student can use common measurement
devices to' measure time, .weight, distance,
area volume, temperature and speed.

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PRO

ii'iological and physical science

Nome economics

Industrial education

Mathematics

Social science

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Compute

Use basic scientific and technological processes

XAMPLES OF LIFE ROLERELATED PERFORMANCE:

Read a meat thermometer to determine whether a
roast is,cooked to taste

Select a number of .pounds of fruit -:at a grocery
store by utilizing a balance scale

Use tachometer to- determine engine revolution

3
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 208

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA:- CoMpuation
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Interpret charts and g

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can interpret charts, maps, tables

and graphs.

RELATED-TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:.

Biological and physical science

Language arts

Mathematics

Social Science
fi

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Read, write, speak, listen

puce

Use basic scientific and technological processes

Be do informed consumer of goods and services

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLE-RELATED PERFORMANCE:

Use a cost'orliving graph to determine-the. percent
increase over the past, five years

Deterine the best product to purchase by
comparison of facts as stated in a-table .

fi

Determine distances between cities usiog a mileage

chart
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 301

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Technology.
COMPETENCY SHORT Faitl: Use a calculator

*****************wW- ic********

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The-student.can use a calculator to perform
basic arithmetic computations required in
everyday life.

.9c

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGR11,1113:

Biological and physical science

Business education

Ptathematics I

Social science

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:.

Compute

Use basic scientific and technological proqesses

XAMPLES,OF LIFE ROLERELATED PERFOR 1ANCE3

Balance a checking account by computing deposits
and expenditures

Keep a Tunning total of costs
a grocery store`

ile shopping in



COtPETENCY 'IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 302

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Technology.

COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: ,Use simple machines

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can apply the principles of- the
six simple machines (pulley, wheel, inclined
plane; screw', lever and wedge) to perform
commonly encountered tasks.

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURPICULUM PROGRAMS:

Biological and physical science

Home economics

Industrial education

Physical educat

-
RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Use basic 7 ientific

A

.*A **A;:iAAAAA

d technological` processes

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLE-RELATED PERFORMANCE:

Split winter wood

Raise a heavy object with block and tackle

9



COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 303

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Technology'
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: SUbstitute sources of energy

COMPETENCY STATEMENT:' The student can substitute renewable for
nonrenewable sources of energy.

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Biological and physical science

Social science

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Use basic-scientific and technological processes

,Be an Anformed citi en in interaction with the
environment

EXAAIIFLES OF LIFE ROLERELATED PERFORMANCE:

EStablish a home system of collection, storing
and returning recyclable items

Walk or ride a bicycle to work



COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 364

.COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Technology
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Reduce energy use

************************** ********** *

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can evaluate individual actions
that will help reduce- the use of energy and

conserve resources.

***************

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Biological and physical science

Home economics

Industrial-education

Social science

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

'Use basic scientific and technological processes

Be an informed citizen in interaction with the
environment

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROE7-RELATED PERFORMANCE:

During a water'shortage season, display personal
water-saving habits

Take steps to reduce the energy needed to heat
a home adequately



COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION : 'IBER: 305
COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Technology
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Reduce environmental pollution

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can evaluate indtK;idual actions that
will reducd environmental pollution.

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Biological and physical science

Social science

'RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:
.

Use basi:C scientific and technological Trocesson

Bean informed citizen in interaction with the environment

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLERELATED PERFORM/ 4CE:

Select methods to eliminate littering

Identify careful ways to camp and leave nature as
it was found



GOV°ETENCYIDENTIFICATIOM NUMBER: 306

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Technology

COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Operate an automobile

*** ***********

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can operate an automobile in a
safe and efficient manner.

********* * * *

RELkTED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

******************4*******

,

This competency is not easily referenced.-tb any
traditional curriculum program area.

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

B;: an informed citizen on the streets and highways

:l.PLFS OF LIFE ROLERELATED 17ERFOMANCE:

Drive in heav-, traffic in an alert and defensive
manner

Pass a written or performance state drivers' exam
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION- NUMBER:, 307
COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Technology
COMPETENCY SNORT FORM: Interpret traffic control

devices

*******************

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can interpret different types -
of traffic control signs and signals.

********************

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

This competency is not easily referenced to any
traditional curriculum program area.

RELATED ORECO COMPETENCY AREA:

--I informed citi on the streets and highways

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLE - RELATED PERFORMANCE:

jlhile driving, anticipate the next highway
condition by observing the signs

.Drive according to control signals in heavy
city traffic
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER:
COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA:
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM:

********

401

Health
Plan balanced meals

********

,COMpETENOY STATEMENT :. The student can plan nutritional
meals. ,

**************

balanced

RELATED TRADITIONAL CORI=tICULUM ?ROC

Health' education

Rome economics..

RELATED OREGON COgFETENCY AREAS:

Develop and maintain n' healthy mind and body

IFLES OF LIFE ROLERELATED- PERFORMANCE:

Using the four basic food groups, prepare a weekly_

menu for a family of four

Plan balanced meal for someone on a special diet
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 402

COMPETENCY TOPIC, AREA; Health
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Identify drug abuse effects

********

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can identify the effects of
abuse.

RELATED T ADITIONAL CURRICULUM -PROGRAMS:

Health education

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Develop and maintain a healthy mind. and :body

PLEB OF LIFE ROLERELATED-PERFORMANCE:

Use a prescribed or overthecounter drug for its.
intended use

Identify the relationships between alcohol /drug
usage and daily- activities such as working and
driving'



COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 403

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Health
COMPETENCY SHORT PORN: Develop exercise program

***-**** * *** ***** * **** ****** ************ *

COMPETEN Y=STATEMENT: The student can. develop and perform a personal
regular exercise program that will promote an
appropriate level of physical fitness.

*****************- *** **********

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRUIS:

Health education'

Physical,education

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCIES AREAS:

**** *** **********

Develop and maintain a healthy mind and body

-EXAMPLES OF-LIFE ROLE - RELATED PERFORMANCE:

Select physicalaet.ivities that fit with the
individual's life style. and -daily schedule
whIleconditioning parts of-the body not
exercised in other activities

Establish a regular routine of daily exercise
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION-NUMBER: 404

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Health
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: DeVelop recreational program

******* *************************i ********

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can develop a personal,pro
participation in recreational and leis
activities.

******************* *****

am of
e time

******************** ********** **********

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Health education

Physical education

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Develop and maintain a healthy mind and body

EXAMPLES OF LIFE 'ROLE RELATED PERFORMANCE:

Participate in local recreation programs
organized' by various community and private
agencies, -such as tennis, golf, softball,
basketball, crafts and cards

Develop an interest and involvement in a
seasonal activity such as hunting, skiing
or sailing
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 405

COMPETENCY.TOPIC AREA: Health
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Detect common illnesses

*** ********

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can recognize obvious signs,
of

********** ** ************ ******* *****

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Health education

Physical education

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREA

*************

Develop and maintain a healthy mind and body

AAMPLES OF LIFE ROLE-RELATED PERFORMANCE:

Take a person's temperature to determine the
presence or absence of infection

Locate and feel another's pulse to determine
the presence or absence of stress



COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 406
COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Health
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Treat-common illnesses

********* *A******* -*********

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: the student can employ appropriate treatment

*******

procedures for.common illnesses and ailments.

****************** *********'** -******** **-

RELATED.TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Health eduCation

Physical education

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Develop and maintain a healthy mind and body

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLERELATED PERFORMANCE:

Properly use overthecounter drtigs-

Know appropriate eating procedures when tne
a common illness

Know procedures for administering cardiopulmonary
resuscitation

7J
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER:
COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA:
COMPETENCY_UORT'FORM:

407

Health
Locate medical facilities

I

*******A*****

COMPETENCY Tta ENT: The student Pan 3!-:,:ivariow
facilities aid Fiealth-ser.
in the commullity.

-f mbdical
are available

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRIC

Health education

U PROGRAMS:

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Develop and maintain a healthy mind and body

E AMPLES OF LIFE ROLE-RELATED PERFORMANCE:

Petermipe the shoitest-route from home to the
hospital and the doctor's office

Know the telephone numbers for emergency medical
services
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 408

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Health
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Apply first aid

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can apply basic Ilrst
aid techniques.

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Health education

Physical education

RELATED OREGON CO -PETENCY AREAS:

Develop and maintain a healthy mind and body

E 1PLES OF LIFE ROLERELATED PERFOPJ1ANCE:

Use simple bandages, compresses and pressure
to stop bleeding; use appropriate techniques

-to restore breathing

Treat for shock
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 409
COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Health
COMPETENCY SHORT ORM: Employ' safety measures

IRMPETENCY STATEMENT: 'The student can employ basicsafety measures.

.RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROO S:

Health education

. Home economics

Industrial education

Physical education

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

$

j)evelop and maintain .a healthy Mind and body

EXA1IPLES OP LIFE ROLERELATED PE FORT

,Determine an escape route and safety plan to
use in the'case of fire

Provide safe storage' for- first aid supplies
and harmful products in the home..

a
0

Avoid overloading electrical circuits
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CO ±E r Y IDENTIFICATION NUNDER:
COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: tioalti

COMPETENCY SHORT PORN: Recognize potential hazards

GOtIPETEN'Y STATNENT: The student can detect potential hazards to
the safety of people.

RELATED TKADITIONAL CUK;LLULU PROGI:

Health education

Physical education

RELATED OREMN COME T 'NGY ARE

Develop and mainra.0 a healthy aloe and body

ES OF LIFE ROLERELATED RERFOR1 t& ' 'E

Conduct' a` safety cheOk. of hone and property

Recognize household chenicals and medicines that
should be out of the reach of children



COUPET _
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER; 411

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: ,Health
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Obtain ergency assistance

COUPE-TE1 STATI:MENT: Tba stn -_an obtain appropriate a sistance

in emergencies.

RELATED TRADITTONAL CURRICULUM PROGP.AMS:

Health edzieation

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Develop and maintain a healthy mind and body

E LES OF LIFE ROLE- RELATEC PERFORMANCE:

Ftnoi the location of and procedures for using

the telephone tolobtain emergency services in
thehomeandatwork

Select and contact the appropriate agency,co
resolve a specific emergency,



COMPETEPCYIDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 412
COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: -Health
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Locate community resources

710v**k*******************-*******

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can locate community resources for
the resolution of personal and family needs.

-*'********* ****H. -:*****

RELATED TRA0LTIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Health education

Social science

RELATED OREGON COMPETKNCY AREAS

Devel,e and maintain -a healthy mind and body

...EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLE-REEATrD PERFORMANCE:

Select from a list of community agencies those
wbieh'offer aid in a -particular problem area

Recognize a parent/chiTz; hone conflict and
choose a resnurce to lead toviard conflict
resOlution

Identify educational alternatives

cd
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COMPETENCY IDENT7.FICATION NUMBER: 413
COMPETFNCY TOPIC AREA: Health
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Cope with conflict

*-****Yu) :,ok*****'-*** ** **************ic*********7!;********************

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: Tito sLodent can lam. Lze techniques to cope
with personal confli.'t and stress.

*********** *

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICUL l'ROGRAMS:

Health education

Home ec6nomics'

Social Science

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Develop and maiutaina healthy mind and body

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLERELATED PEkl'ORN/OXE:

Select appropriate alternatives for ect:ug
changer: in roles

Idyntify relmzation techniques

TT
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cot _,Fxr,tcy. IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 414

'COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA; Health

COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Maintain-dental 6ealt1

******A.-),*****************- *********-*********************A4*********

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can maintain dental health.

**,;(***k**********************-k***A********-4********: -**********

RELATE!) TRADITIONAL CIIRPTCLIUM PROGI=',MS:

Health education

RELATED ORECON COMPETENCY AYEAS":

Devolop and lin u healthymind and

E'XNMPLES OF LIFE ROLE! uvrEb PERHIRMANCE;

Practice a daily program of'dentel care

Schedule periodic examinations with tho dentist

Select proper foods



COPE lOt.41:FLGATION NUMBER: 415
COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Health
COMPETENCY SHORT TORN: InLorpr drug la 12.1s

** ***-. '-**-

A'Y STATEMENT: The student can intarprer drug prose£iptions,
warsings au g labels.

***********************************

RELATED TRADLTIOJAL CURIUM_ UM'PROORMAS:

Health education

Rome economics

RELATED OREGON _COMPETENCY ARE_

Develop and maintain a healthy mind and body

Be an inforied consumer of goods Ana services

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLL -RELATED PERFORMANCE:

Schedule the use of a drug as prescribed according
to time,and dosage

d unused prescribed medicine at the end of
treatment
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBERf 416

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Heatth
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Interpret,danger symbols

************w*************.********-.74*******44****************************

COMPETENCY STiVtATIOT: The student cNn interpretwarning and danger
signs and symbols.

*********k**************************A*********************************

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROCRAMU:

Health education

lioMse economics

Industril education-

RELATED ORECON-COMPETENCY AREAS:

Develop and matutalo a healthy mind and body

EXAMPLES OF LITE ROLERELATED PERFORMANCE:

Respond appropriately to safety sif7ns on an industrial
site

Recognize- idoltifIcallon symbols that people weSr
when attergic or diabetic

i
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COMPETENCY IDENTIEICATLON I'.YMhER: 501

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: CitIzerpihip

COMPETEMCY 5110RT FORM: interpret resource i;eides

44**********-A*****4(*********A*****************************************;;

COM']:T,NCY ST,MAENT,: The student can.interpret community
resource directories, gnidesand

w******AAAAA;:-A,*x**************. **-

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PRO,,RAMS:

Languagc arts

Social science

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

.**)***************************

Be on informed citizen in the comMunity, state

and nation ,

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLER.ELATE0 PERFORMANCE:

Keview a community directory and select bn agency
to assist with the ,formation of a recreational

team or activity

S,-fl,00t those agencies which offer assistance to

senior citizens

_
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COMPETENCY IDENT4FICATION NUMBER: 502
!i COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: CitiZonship

COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Locate government services
;;H

-.******* j ****----***********************************

COMPETENCY STATEMENT The student can locate appropriate governmental
agencies and services to contact-Jor assistance
with basic problems or concerns, e.g., police,
fire; legal aid and regulatory agencies.

--*** ******** ************************************************

REVATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROMOS:

Health education

Social service

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

0

Be an informed citizen in the community;- state
and nation

EXAMPLES OF -LIFE ROLERELATED. PERFORMANCE:

Secure Assistanc-J for completing a federal or state
taxj,erm

Ding directly to the Local law'enforement agencies
and fire department

90
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COHPLTENGY IDENT.4.FWATI-ON. UNSER: 503
4

,G0nPETENGY TOPIC AREA: CitLzeaship,

CONFETENCY SHORT FORtl: Recognae violations of rights

--,***;****-;,:*******.***************,.-e**;,:********4********W*************

GolPETE STATENENT: The sundont cno rocofflize obvious violations of
bro4Lc individnli rights within tho Amorienn legal

systom.

*********Vi**************A-k**,'. ,-;,:************* *************

1-TLATF.D CURRECULCH PRO(iRAHS:

science

RELATEM OREGON COMMTENCY AREAS::

On an informed citizen in rho community,

and atioll

EXNMPLES OF LIEF. R0qKELATED PERFOWIANCF':

Dotorilin whether a denial of servie is a violation
of rights or the withholding of a privilege

Determine whether -a conviction is legitim- or o duo

proi2ess

9 1



COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 504

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA:
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM:. Employ voting procedures

i,:47%***** :***91**********.-********************** ******

COmPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can employ appropriate procedures for
registering rind voting.

************.****;:c****,k**k*******Jc**********A***-;c****x*******

RELATED TKAD ':'-PRIGULUM PROGRAMS:

Social sciunco

5

90,ATED. OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Be an informed-citizen in,th!; community, state
and nation

EYAMPLES OF LIFE ROLFRELATED PERFORMANCE:
b

Identify, from modia sources the location of the
aTpropriate precinct in which co vote

Correctly use a punch card voting sys

, Know how to reregister to vote after an
address chakle

5
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: SO..'

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Citizenship
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Influence government decisions

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The -student can follow accepted procedures for
influencing the decisions of government,
e.g., letters, lobbying, voting, petitions and
referenda.

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Social science

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Be an informed citizen in the comaunity, state
and nation

EXA_MPLES OF LIFE ROLE-RELATED PERFORMANCE:

Write a clear, to the point, and legible let r'to

the editor of a local newspaper

Identify the proper official to contact about a local
state or federal issue

Carry a petition and obi:lin signatures
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COMPETFMCY IDENTTFICATIWNUMBER: 506

COMPETENCY TONG AREA: Citizennhip
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Complete government forms

*****,,:**********************************************************

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student 'can comnitc forms necessary for
obtaining eovernnent services and permits.

**************rii****--**********iv**********Jc******* ******if***A*

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PRORAMS:

Language arts

Social science

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

,

Be in formed citizen in the community, state
and natiOn

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLE-RELATED PERFORMANCE:

Cemplete an application for a social security
card

Determine the difference between necessary aid-
volu.tary information requested on a government

a
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IPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMF.R: 507

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Citizenship
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Interpret legal materials

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can interpret common legal forms,
rules and ordinances.

********************** ' '

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PR 7;RAMS:

tango arts

Social science

RELATED OREGON CO MPETENCY AREAS:

Be an informed citizen in Hie come miry, state
and nation

EXJ_ E, OF LIFE ROLERELATED PERFORMANCE:

Upon receiving a traffic violation form, be able to
determine procedures and rights as indicated on the
form

State the nature of the commitment when signing
a certain contrdet



COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 508

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Citizenship
COMPETENCY SHO'Cr FORM: Interpret permit roquiremen's

***********************************************************************,

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can Interpret information about
permit requirements.

*******'-***** ** '**********'***.****************************

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Language arts

Social science

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Be an informed citizen in the community, state
and nation

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLE-RELATED PERFORMANCE:

Follow the stepby-step procedures for obtaining
a building permit

List the conditions required to obtain a business
permit
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COMPEMNCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 601
COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Consumer
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Construct a bud,Aet

**************************************************************.-********

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can construct a budget for families
with different needs and incomes.

k********-- ***************************************************4*********

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Business education

Home economics

Mathematics

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Be an informed consumer of goods and services

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLERELATED PERFORMANCE:

Projectearnings and required expenditures
over a designated time period

List potential sources of income, inclding
work, investments and insurance
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION =BERT-
COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Con Amer

COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Use typos of money

A **A* **A* '****

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can use appropriate types of
money, 'e.g., cash, chock, credit card,
money order, in different purchasing
situations.

'A***********

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROCR'

Business education

tinthematics

-RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Be an informed consumer of goods and services

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLE RELATED PERFORMANG

Select the'proper type of money to enclose
in a mailed payment

Select the proper type cif money to use when traveling

Select the type OF payment which will supply
needed receipts for tax purposes



COMPETENCY IDENTiFICATION NUMBER:- 603
COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Consumer
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Keep finaneLal records

***'**********---**7:_******************A-*********1k************************

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student ean keep financial records of
income and expenditures.

***********************************************************************

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Business education

Mathematics

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Be an informed consumer of goods and services

, EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLERELATED PERFORMANCE:

For tax purposes, keep a record Of all income
including wages, interest on savings,'dividends
and tips

Maintain a household recordkeeping system

10,c,-;7
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFIdATION NUMBER: 604

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA Consumer
COMPETENCY' SHORT FORM: Prepare tax forms

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can prepare state and federal
income tax forms.

RELATED TRADITIONAL CUPHICULUM PR( )t

Business educe

Mathematic

Social science

Lion

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Be an informed citizen in the community, state
and nation

Be an informed consii.er o_ goods and services

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLERELATED PERFORMANCE:

Select the proper form to complete by reviewing
the advantages of short and long forms

Rend tax schedules
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COMPETENCY. STATEMENT:

CO tPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 605

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Consumer
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Maintain bank accou

The student can maintain chockil- rind savings
accounts.

RELATED RADTTIONAL CURRICULUM PROCRAMS:

Business education

Home economics

tematcs

RELATED OREGONCOMPETENCY AREAS:

E
. I

Be an info IA consumer of- goods and services

OF LIFE ROLE RELATED PERFORMANCE:

Balance a check account's deposits and
expenditures

Select the savings account which will produce
the hest interest return for the savings
time period desired

i
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 606
COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Consumer
COMPETENCY: SUORT EM: Select insurance

*********************************************************************

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can select insurance that satisfies
typical financial and legal requirements,

, ************************************************************************
5

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Business education

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Be an informed citizen in the commullity, state
and nation

Be a.n informed citizen, on che streets and highways

Be an informed consumer of goods and services

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLERELATED PERFORMANCE:

Purchase liability insurance for personal
protection on vehicles, buildings and other
property

List risks around the home and purchase the
insurance which hest protects against loss
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COMPETENCI MNTIFICATION NUMBER: 607

COMPETENCY TOPIC. AREA: Consumer
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Complete insuranco forms

_************************************************** *******A********

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can complete insurance
application and claim forms'.

********A***************************************************************

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS: -

Business education

RELATED OREGON COMPETENC Y AREAS:

Be an ,iformed consumer of goods and services

E=IPLES OF LIFE ROLERELATED PERFORMANCE:

Prepare an application for a life insurance
policy

When a property loss occurs prepare and present
a claim

1 *---"'
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COMPETENCY iDENTLEICATION NUMBER: 608
COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Consumer
COMPETENCY SHORT PORN: Determine financfal

responihilities

***** * -************** * * ******************************************

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can determine the total cost
and monthly payments in common purchase
and rental_ agreements.

'* * **************************************

RELATED TRADITIONAL. CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Business education

Home economics

Mathematics

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Be an informed consumer of goods and services

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLERELATED PERFORMANCE:

Compute the total cost of an automobile
purchase

Compute the total yearly rental cost for an
apartment, including potential damage and
early departure penalties
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COMPETENCY 1DENTIFICATfON NUMBER: 609

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Consumer
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Determine:, legal contractual

requirements

********k******:************K.*****************************************

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can determine the legal rights
and responsibilities of the consumer in
common contractual agroements.

********************************************** *******************

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Business education

Language arts

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Be an informed consumer of goods and services

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLE RELATED PERFORMANCE:

List the individual's rights and responsibilities
in n lease contract, a land contract and a rental
contract
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 610
COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Consumer
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Apply for credit

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can apply for different kinds of
credit.

** ***

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULLPA PR CL A

Business education

Home economics

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Be an. informed consumer goods and services,

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLE-RELATED PERFORMANC

Establish a credit rating by making paymen
on time

Complete an application for a lank credit
card



COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 611
COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Consumer
COMPETENCY SHORT FOR11: Determine credit costs

**************************************

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can determine the costs of
different kinds of credit.

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Business education

Home-economics

Mathematics

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS

Be an informed consumer of goods and services

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLERELATED PERFORMANCE:

Compute the cost of a deferred. purchase financed
by: a credit card, a credit union loan and a
personal bank loan
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 612
COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Consumer
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Identify credit violations

*

COMPETENCY STATEME The student can identify obvious violations
of the law in typical credit transactions.

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Business education -

Rome economics

Mathematics

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Be an informed citizen in the corrinunity, state
and nation

Be an informed consumer of goods and services

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLERELATED PERFORMANCE:

Identify the legal and credit implications
of securing mord than one loan on a single
asset

,Identify the legal and credit implications
of supplying false information concerning
assets and liabilities-

Identify illegal creditor practices, e.g.
high interest



COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 613

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Consumer
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Compare products and services

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can make Price quantity
comparisons of products and services.

* * *

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Business education-

Home economics

Mathematics

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

an informed consumer ( gOods and services

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLERELATED PERFORMANCE

Select three appliance repair' services and
Compare their service rates

Compare the telephone rates for long
distance at various times on weekdays
and weekends



COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 614
COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Consumer
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Interpret product }uaran

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can interpret product guarantees
and warranties.

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Business education

HeMe economics

Mathematics

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

EXAIIP

Be an informed consumer of goods and services

OF LIFE ROLERELATED-PERFORMANCE:

FulE l'1 thecoksumer responsibilities that
validate a rriarantee

Distinghish betwcen product services
covered and not covered by a guarantee
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 615
COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Consumer
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM': Use consumer 1301 cations

******* '* -

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student carp use consumer publications
to identify and evaluate products and services.

*******

.RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Business education

Home economics

Mathematics

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Be an informed consumer of goods and services

P ES OF LIFE ROLE-RELATED PERFORMANCE:

When considering the purchase of a new auto,
read a consumer guide to compare values and
advantages of various makes in order to
select the bat buy with the features
desired



COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATIONNUMBER: 616
COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Consumer.
-COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Evaluate advertising

techniqUes

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The:student can evaluate deceptive and
persuasive advertising and merchandising
techniques.

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Business education

Home economics

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Be an informed consumer of goods and services

PLES OF LIFE ROLERELATED TERFU 4ANCE:

Compare the net amount of_ mekage contents by
weight, rather than by package size

Describe hero.worship,-bandwagon and
other' appeal. and, pressure techniques
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: '617
COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Consumer
COMPETENCY SNORT FORM: Obtain consumer assistance

* * * * * * * * ** *A

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can obtain ',47-fjance from
various consumer protection agencies.

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

_Busindss education

Home economics

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Be an informed consumer of goods-and services

-EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLE-RELATED PERFORMANCE:

Verify evidence that is contrary to a
sales statement

Secure expert help in breaking a contract
,hd'sed an false information'
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COMPETENCYJDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 701

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Career
COPAPETENCY SHORT rorw: Identify possible occupations

*+**** ** -***********-************************************k********

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can identify occupations closely
related- to personal interests and aWities.

******************************************************************k*****

RELATED 'TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Career education

Industrial education

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Function within an occupation or continue education
leading. to a career

.

,

EXAMPLES' OF LIFE ROLERELATED PERFORMANCE:

Relate.the "I want Eo learn more about
statement to occupational -Ousters

Identify ,personal strengths and weaknesses
as they relate to particular yocational areas

.1
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 702'

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Career
.COMPETENCY SHORT-FORM: Determine occupational

requirements

*************************- :*************k

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can determine educational
and training requirements of occupations
in a career field.

*********- *** *. :.*** * '***-*
RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICUuJtI PROGRAMS:

Career education

Industrial education

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Function within an occupation, or continue education
leading to a career

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLERELATED PERFORMANCE:

Read a newspaper help wanted ad and list
educational and training requirements
for a particular job
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 703

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Career
COMPETENCY SHORT FOW1: Determine occupational

Characteristics

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can determine the major duties
and working conditions of occupations in a
career field.

RELATED TRADITrIMAL CLRRICULITh PROGRAMS:

Career education

Industrial education

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Function within an occupatioh or continue education
leading to a°-°career

IPLES OF LIFE ROLERELATED PERFORMANCE:"

Discuss with a job placement officer or
an employment agency the duties and working
conditions of an occupation

Use a career information system to find job
duties and working conditions



COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 704
CO!IPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Career
COMPETENCY SHORTFORM: Obtain information about jobs

**** ********** ******* ' **************

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can obtain` information about
jobs from various sources.

* ** **************

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROC IS:

Career education

Industrial education

RE TED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:,

Function within an occupatidnb r continue education
leading to a career

EY_AMPLE S OF LIFE -ROLE-RELATED' PERFORMANCE:

Review a news=paper help wanted ad

_

Identify'publications that have information
about,requirements for a-particular career field

Discuss. with placement officers or employment
agencies information concerning current openings
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COMPFENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 705
COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Career
COMPETENCY SHORT Fogm: Complete job applications

*************-
*********************************************

COMPETENCY STATEMENT:, The student can eapplication
forms.

************************************************ ********************

RELATED 7RADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAM5:

Career education

`:RELATED OREGON .COMPETr,NCY AREAS:

-= Function wfthin an oecupa ion -or-- -tintkedncation'
leading to a,eareer

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLERELATED PERFORMANCEi-

Identify personal skills, talents and
experiences

Accurately and clearly .complete employment
office forms
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 706

COHPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Career

COMPETENCY. SHORT FORM: Partieipato in job interviews

**** _* ****_ !_--*****1k********************************

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student con ask and answer questions about
self and Joh characteristics in a job interview
situation.

****** * ******* * .*A**'***5(k****A******k***k**** *******,k**-k****:k

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAn;:

Career .education

1,angnage arcs

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Function within an occupation or continue education
leading to a career.

EXANPLES OF LIFE ROLERELATE6 PERFORMANCE:

Prior to the-Joh interview, prepare a list
of analytical questions for use during the

interview

In a !cal or simulated job interview,
relate personal data, social skills,
hobbies and education to job requirements
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION UMBER: 707

COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Career
COHPETENCY SNORT FORM: Determine employer procedures

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can determine typical employer
policies and procedures.

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Career education

Language arts

RELATED OREGON CONPETENCY AREAS

Function within an occupation or continue educat
leading to a career-

EXAIIPLES OF LIFE ROLE-RELATED PERFORMANCE:

Read and understand such documents as
employment contracts, union agreements
and employer handbooks

. Follow proper procedures to file' a
grievance

125
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 708
COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Career
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM,: Determine work sa -y procedures

COMPETE 'Y STATEMENT: The student.ean determine work sof .y

procedures required in, selected occupations.

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROCIRAMS :

Career education

Home economics

Industrial education

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Function within anaccupation or continue education
leading to a career

E PLES OF LIFE ROLERELATED PERFORMANCE

Compare and analyze.-the differences
between safety procedures at different
places of employment

Explain ro coworkers the location and
proper use of safety equipment
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 709

COMPETENCY ,TOPIC AREA: Career
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Prepare a resume

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can prepare a resume o work
experience and personal background data.

**

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM PROGRAMS:

Career education.

Language arts

RE TED-OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Function within an'occupation or, continue education
leading to a career

EXAPMPLES OF LIFE ROLE-RELATED PERFORMANCE:

Write a one-page personal data sheet which
includes work experience, education., hobbies,
personal information and references
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: -710
COMPETENCY TOPIC. AREA: Career
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Write application letters

COMPETENCY' STATEMENT: The student can write iette
about or applying for jobs.

***

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM FROG_

Career education

Language arts

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

inquiring

Function within an occupation or continue education
leading to a career

XANPLES OF LIFE ROLE-RELATED PERFORMANCE:

Write clear and concise letters to various
employers 'inquiring about job opportunities
and training

128
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COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 711
COMPETENCY TOPIC AREA: Career
COMPETENCY SHORT FORM: Determine wages and bone

*** ********** * * *

COMPETENCY STATEMENT: The student can determine the wages and
benefits for employment position openings.

**************

RELATED TRADITIONAL CURB:I:CUL ROG IS:

Business education

Career _cation

Mathematics

RELATED OREGON COMPETENCY AREAS:

Function within an occupation or continue education
leading to a career

EXAMPLES OF LIFE ROLE RELATED PERFORMANCE:

, Identify various deductions found on a payroll
ehe&k. stub

Review salary and benefit information for
various job:openings and determine which
best fits personal' financial requirements

129
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Other Publications
from the

Northwest Region II
Educational Laboratory

Competency Based E-dtication
Sourcebook

A useful guide for all educator:
planning and implement ing
Resources listed refer to instruc-

outcomes, outcome attainment
measures, and managing program
operations. 5,60 pgs, $2=1.50.

Adul
Basic
Education
Handbook

Adult Basic Education
Handbook

Provides ABE, GED and ESL,
educators with valuable " how-to-
do-its" in adult education. 1,';ocusen
on the administrator; teacher,
student curriculum areas, materials
and resources. 3419-pgs., $19.75.

-

Experience-Based Learning:
How to Make the Coranunity
Your Classroom

Per teachers, administrators
and curriculum specialists i:ii--
.cosse4.experiential learning, with
Practical techniques for all subjects,

I Includes 25 student learning projects.
260 pgs. s0,45.

The Community Resource
Person's Guide

Tells community people about
experience-based learning and how
they can participate in a school
community team effort to provide
students with creative learning
opportunities, 24 pga-. 95T.

Tests of Functional Adult
Literacy: An Evaluation of
Currently Available Instruments

Includes the application of
standard psychometric criteria of
17 adult literacy tests, Provides
publisher profile, tent descriptions,
scoring and much more. 110 pgs.
$5,95,

Order Instruct= ions -.
To oNct any of these materials, send prepayment
orders under $151 or P.Q. to Office of M$11rokestirivig,

NorthWst Regional Educational Laboratory,
Second Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97204,

FREE!
Send for a copy of our 40-page

Products & Services Catalog,
- displaying educational materials
rind assistance availahle in nine
subject areas,


